
CONTROLS & DAQ
FRAC | COIL | WELL SERVICE



Prime Advantage
Based in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, Prime Well Service Instrumentation services the North America market for 
controls & data acquisition products for frac & coiled tubing among other well service equipment. 

Prime is a subsidiary of KATT GmbH based in Germany.  KATT is the mother company of the group that also includes 
manufacturing of upstream oilfield equipment (GOES), well stimulation services (Tacrom Services) as well as drilling 
services (Tacrom Drilling). 

This comprehensive understanding from manufacturing to the 
field has provided valuable insight throughout the development 
of our controls.

Our products are field proven and it shows!

Frac
Frac, where we really shine! Prime delivers field proven controls 
for blenders, hydration units, chemical units (C6), pumps and 
datavans. Our frac controls have been in the field for over 10 
years and we have received valuable feedback directly from the operators. It is that feedback that has steadily improved 
our product. Full blown automated tub level control for blender along with stage configuration, allows for simple 
operation. Built on the Siemens platform, Prime also provides redundant panel mounted manual controls ensuring that 
you’ll never be at the mercy of the onboard PC or monitor.

FIELD PROVEN.
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Coiled Tubing
Prime has a comprehensive offering for coiled tubing. Whether you require controls for your fluid pump and N2 unit or 
need tubing analysis & fatigue software, Prime has you covered. When combined with our easy-to-use DMS software 
you’ll be in complete control while on the job!

Well Service
We’re not all about coil & frac. 
Prime supplies controls and 
data acquisition systems for Hot 
Oilers, Pressure Trucks, Mixing 
Plants, Pump Down Units and 
just about any other application 
that you can imagine. Feel free 
to contact us to learn more 
about how we can help you 
simplify your operation. 

COMPLETE CONTROL.
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DMS Software
Our DMS (data acquisition) software makes life easy! Unlimited configurability, simple job reporting & resolution 
independent software are just some of the features that people come to love. Did we mention that you can provide 
your own PC or laptop? That’s right, you are not required to purchase computers from us and because the software 
installation is so easy it can be installed by anyone on virtually any PC. How’s that for simplicity? Rest assured that in the 
event of a computer failure, you’ll always be able to get through your job.

Prime 360
Prime offers an industry leading 3 year, bumper to bumper 
warranty on all hardware that we manufacture. When 
combined with our 24/7/365 support you can sleep easy 
knowing that you’re in good hands. Contact us today to learn 
more about how Prime can help your business!

INDUSTRY LEADING.
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